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Lieb, J. R., Jr. and W. N. Frost. Realistic simulation of the ies have worked out the basic structure of a particular circuit,
Aplysia siphon-withdrawal reflex circuit: roles of circuit elements the contribution made by each component to the processing
in producing motor output. J. Neurophysiol. 77: 1249–1268, 1997. of information as it flows through the network is often, at
The circuitry underlying the Aplysia siphon-elicited siphon-with- best, merely an educated guess. The Aplysia siphon-with-
drawal reflex has been widely used to study the cellular substrates drawal reflex circuit is an interesting case in point. Althoughof simple forms of learning and memory. Nonetheless, the func-

the basic form of the behavior is quite simple, the underlyingtional roles of the different neurons and synaptic connections modi-
circuitry is rather complex, consisting of monosynaptic andfied with learning have yet to be firmly established. In this study we
polysynaptic pathways, excitatory and inhibitory interneu-constructed a realistic computer simulation of the best-understood
rons, chemical and electrical synapses, and a layer of in-component of this network to better understand how the siphon-

withdrawal circuit works. We used an integrate-and-fire scheme to terneuronal processing that includes both recurrent and lat-
simulate four neuron types (LFS, L29, L30, L34) and 10 synaptic eral inhibition (Frost and Kandel 1995). What is the func-
connections. Each of these circuit components was individually tional significance of all this complexity given the apparent
constructed to match the mean or typical example of its biological simplicity of the behavior? Physiological studies have led
counterpart on the basis of group measurements of each circuit to several speculations regarding the roles of the different
element. Once each cell and synapse was modeled, its free parame- components of this circuit (Cleary et al. 1995; Fischer andters were fixed and not subject to further manipulation. The LFS

Carew 1993, 1995; Frost 1987; Frost and Kandel 1995;motor neurons respond to sensory input with a brief phasic burst
Hawkins and Schacher 1989; Hawkins et al. 1981; Trudeaufollowed by a long-lasting period of tonic firing. We found that
and Castellucci 1992, 1993a,b; Wright et al. 1991), yet athe assembled model network responded to sensory input in a
means of testing these ideas has remained elusive.qualitatively similar fashion, suggesting that many of the interneu-

rons important for producing the LFS firing response have now One straightforward approach to determining the func-
been identified. By selectively removing different circuit elements, tional roles of the different circuit elements would be to
we determined the contribution of each to the LFS firing pattern. study the effect on motor neuron firing of removing specific
Our first finding was that the monosynaptic sensory neuron to interneurons or pathways. Although this has been attempted
motor neuron pathway contributed only to the initial brief burst of in a few instances (Fischer and Carew 1993, 1995; Wright
the LFS firing response, whereas the polysynaptic pathway deter- and Carew 1995), the fact that most interneurons in themined the overall duration of LFS firing. By making more selective

circuit are multiply represented has made this approachdeletions, we found that the circuit elements responsible for trans-
rather difficult in practice. An alternative approach is to useforming brief sensory neuron discharges into long-lasting LFS fir-
physiological data to construct a realistic computer simula-ing were the slow components of the L29-LFS fast /slow excitatory
tion of the circuit, which can then be used to study thepostsynaptic potentials. The inhibitory L30 neurons exerted a sig-

nificant braking action on the flow of excitatory information detailed contribution of any neuron or synaptic connection
through the circuit. Interestingly, L30 lost its ability to reduce the to network function. Here we have used this latter approach
duration of LFS firing at high stimulus intensities. This was found to study the operation of the Aplysia siphon-elicited siphon-
to be due to the intrinsic nature of L30’s current-frequency relation- withdrawal reflex circuit. We employed a single-compart-
ship. Some circuit elements, including interneuron L34, and the ment, integrate-and-fire simulation scheme (Getting 1989a)
electrical coupling between L29 and L30 were found to have little to model all known circuitry conveying excitatory siphon-impact when subtracted from the network. These results represent

elicited input to one class of siphon motor neurons, the LFSa detailed dissection of the functional roles of the different elements
cells. Our model network includes four neuron types (L29,of the siphon-elicited siphon-withdrawal circuit in Aplysia. Be-
L30, L34, and LFS), nine chemical synapses, and one elec-cause many vertebrate and invertebrate circuits perform similar
trical synapse (Fig. 1A) .tasks and contain similar information processing elements, aspects

of these results may be of general significance for understanding In this paper we describe first the construction of our
the function of motor networks. In addition, because several sites model, and then how the model was used to address several
in this network store learning-related information, these results are specific issues regarding the organization of the circuit.
relevant for elucidating the functional significance of the distrib- These issues include the following. What are the relative
uted storage of learned information in Aplysia. contributions of the monosynaptic and polysynaptic path-

ways to the characteristic phasic/ tonic motor neuron firing
response to sensory input? What specific role does interneur-

I N T R O D U C T I O N
onal processing play in shaping motor neuron firing? For

Determining the exact functional roles played by different example, do each of the identified interneuron types (L29,
neurons and synaptic connections in neural circuits is not a L30, L34) make unique contributions to the motor neuron

firing response, or are their contributions redundant? How dosimple matter. Even after detailed electrophysiological stud-
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branchial nerves to the gill, siphon, and other mantle organs. Ani-
mals (100–250 g) were anesthetized by injecting one third to
one half their body weight of isotonic (350 mM) MgCl2 into the
hemocoel. After the ganglion and mantle organs were dissected
out, the connective tissue surrounding the ganglion was lightly
fixed by a 35-s exposure to 0.5% glutaraldehyde in artificial sea
water (ASW) (Instant Ocean, Aquarium Systems). The entire
preparation was next transferred to a two-chamber recording dish
whose bottom surface was covered with a transparent Sylgard
(Dow Corning) pinning surface. The abdominal ganglion was
placed in the smaller of the two chambers, in a solution composed
of 50% isotonic MgCl2 and 50% ASW (maintained at 14–157C),
and the mantle organs were placed directly into ASW in the larger
chamber (maintained at room temperature) , with the siphon and
branchial nerves passing through two narrow Vaseline-covered slits
in a dividing wall between the two chambers. After the ganglion
was pinned out and its left ventral side was desheathed, the CNS
was revived by perfusing the smaller chamber with ASW. The
siphon was revived by first injecting it directly with ASW, and
then perfusing it throughout the experiment either through a poly-
ethylene tube inserted into a sinus located in its base or through a
needle inserted directly into its base. Both chambers were perfused
separately throughout the experiment.

Cells were identified on the basis of their size, location, pigmen-
tation, synaptic connections with other identified neurons, and re-
sponse to tactile stimulation of the siphon (Frost and Kandel 1995;
Hawkins et al. 1981). The LFS motor neurons were further identi-
fied on the basis of the characteristic siphon movements they pro-
duce when driven with intracellular current injection (Frost and
Kandel 1995; Hickie and Walters 1995). Recordings were made
with microelectrodes (10–20 MV) filled either with 3 M KCl or,
when recording inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs), with 4
M potassium acetate.

FIG. 1. A : circuit diagram of the modeled portion of the Aplysia siphon-
elicited siphon-withdrawal reflex network. The model circuit represents 5
L29s, 2 L34s, 3 L30s, and an LFS siphon motor neuron. This circuit contains Modeling cells
recurrent and lateral inhibition, electrical coupling, and both monosynaptic
and polysynaptic sensory neuron to motor neuron pathways. B : physiologi- Because our aim was to model the typical rather than an arbi-
cal recording of an LFS siphon motor neuron response to a brief tactile trarily selected example of each neuron, we characterized the elec-
siphon stimulus. These cells characteristically respond with a brief, high- trophysiological properties of each of the four cell types (L29,
frequency burst of action potentials (phasic response) , followed by a long- L30, L34, and LFS) in several different preparations. In each case,lasting low-frequency spike train (tonic response) .

measurements were made of resting potential (Vr , the cell’s mem-
brane potential when at rest) , input resistance (Rinput , the asymp-

the connections among the interneurons (electrical synapses, totic voltage change produced by a hyperpolarizing constant cur-
recurrent inhibition, and lateral inhibition) contribute to net- rent pulse divided by the current applied) , input capacitance (C,
work function? obtained by dividing the time constant of the input resistance charg-

ing curve by the input resistance itself) , and steady-state actionThis study represents a detailed dissection of the func-
potential threshold (uss , the membrane potential at which actiontional roles of some of the different elements of the siphon-
potentials were initiated by just-threshold depolarizing constantelicited siphon-withdrawal circuit in Aplysia (see also Blazis
current pulses). The spontaneously active LFS neurons were si-et al. 1993). These issues are of interest in part because this
lenced by hyperpolarization before applying the depolarizing cur-circuit has been used for some time as a model preparation
rent pulses to determine uss . The intracellular electrodes used infor studies of learning-related cellular and synaptic plasticity these recordings were carefully balanced before making measure-

(Byrne and Kandel 1996; Castellucci et al. 1970; Frost et ments of Rinput and uss . All examples of each neuron type were
al. 1988; Hawkins et al. 1993; Kandel and Schwartz 1982). from different preparations. After these measurements, all neurons
In addition, because many features of the circuit, such as were injected with a series of depolarizing constant current pulses
recurrent and lateral inhibition, are common to vertebrate to assess their repetitive firing properties (see RESULTS for details) .

Except for L29, all repetitive firing measurements were made inmotor circuits (Dowling 1992; Eccles 1964; Pompeiano
ASW. L29 posed the difficulty that it recruits recurrent IPSPs back1984; Renshaw 1941), our results may have some relevance
onto itself from the L30 neurons, causing it to fire in a characteristicto motor circuits in general.
stuttering fashion (Frost et al. 1988). To eliminate this feedbackSome aspects of this work have been published previously
and thus allow us to measure L29’s intrinsic current-frequencyin abstract form (Frost et al. 1991).
relationship, we measured L29 excitability in three preparations in
the presence of 100 mM d-tubocurarine, which blocks the L30

M E T H O D S IPSP (Trudeau and Castellucci 1993a), thereby allowing L29 to
fire smoothly to injected depolarizing current pulses.Experimental preparation

Each model cell was constructed with the use of a four-step
procedure (see APPENDIX for an explanation of the equations andA semi-intact preparation was used for all experiments, con-

sisting of the abdominal ganglion attached by the siphon and parameters used in our simulation scheme). First, the experimen-
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TABLE 1. Mean measurements of cellular passive properties

Cell n Vr , mV Rinput , MV C, nF uss , mV

L29 8 056.90 { 2.16 14.7 { 0.8 1.65 { 0.31 038.9 { 3.5
L30 5 048.40 { 1.24 50.6 { 4.5 1.00 { 0.19 037.8 { 2.4
L34 5 045.90 { 3.26 35.3 { 7.0 0.96 { 0.21 034.6 { 2.7
LFS 9 045.10 { 1.71 65.6 { 7.4 1.20 { 0.13 051.8 { 2.3

Values, except n values, are means { SE. Vr , resting potential; Rinput , input resistance; C, input capacitance; uss , steady-state action potential threshold.

tally measured mean values for Vr , Rinput , and C were entered, synaptic conductances, with the free parameters for each (W, topen ,
tclose ) adjusted until a close fit between the model and real PSPwhich produced a model cell with passive properties very similar to

those observed in soma recordings from its biological counterpart. shapes was achieved. Synaptic Erev was set at060 mV for inhibitory
connections and /10 mV for excitatory connections. These wereSecond, a threshold, defined by both a measured parameter (uss )

and two free parameters [threshold reset potential (ur ) and time not measured values, but were based on values obtained from other
molluscan synapses (e.g., Getting 1989a).constant of decay of threshold ut], and a fast spike undershoot

conductance [reversal potential (Erev ) Å 080 mV], defined by three After modeling the waveform of each synaptic potential, we
next adjusted its weight (W ) . To do this, we adopted the procedurefree parameters [synaptic weight (W ) , opening time constant

(topen ) , closing time constant (tclose ) ] were introduced. The five used by Getting (1983, 1989a), and adjusted W so that the presyn-
aptic neuron would have the same effect on postsynaptic firing asfree parameters controlling threshold and the spike underhoot were

then adjusted until the model cell’s current-frequency plot for the observed in the real preparation in normal ASW. For all such
connections, we collected synaptic strength data from several dif-first interspike interval matched that of the biological neuron for

all but the highest current levels. To bring the firing rate at the ferent preparations. We then rank ordered the data set for each
connection with respect to effective strength (pre- vs. postfiringhighest current levels down to those observed experimentally, we

next added one or two voltage-dependent shunt conductances (Erev ratio for synapses made by interneurons, number of spikes in the
phasic response to siphon touch for synapses made by sensoryÅ Vr ) to each model neuron and adjusted their free parameters

[conductance (G) , time constant of activation (tm), membrane neurons) and chose the median strength example for modeling.
The strength of each model synapse was set by replicating thepotential at which steady-state activation was half-maximal (B) ,

and slope parameter of the activation curve of the conductance stimulus conditions used during the experimental characterization
of each synapse and then adjusting the weight terms (W ) for the(C)] to achieve the final match between the model and real first

interspike interval curves. At this stage the model neurons would conductances underlying the synaptic connection until the model
synapse displayed the same effective strength as the selected physi-fire with an accurate initial instantaneous frequency, but showed

no spike frequency adaptation. In the final step, two additional, ological example (see RESULTS for specific details) . Because each
chemical synaptic connection was composed of multiple indepen-slower undershoot conductances were added and their free parame-

ters were adjusted to achieve a match of the current-frequency plot dent conductances, the weight terms for all conductances compos-
ing a given PSP were scaled together by constant factors whenfor the last interspike interval and the natural rate of adaptation

within the firing train. adjusting synaptic strength to preserve PSP shape.

R E S U L T SModeling synapses

The portion of the siphon-withdrawal reflex circuit mod-The procedure used to model each of the nine chemical synaptic
eled in this study (Fig. 1) includes all presently known path-connections in the circuit involved first simulating the waveform
ways that convey excitatory input from tactile siphon stimu-of the postsynaptic potential (PSP) and then setting its synaptic

weight. PSP waveforms were recorded by placing intracellular lation to the LFS motor neurons (Frost and Kandel 1995).
electrodes in the pre- and postsynaptic neurons of each synapse Here we present 1) our models of each cell and synaptic
and stimulating the presynaptic cell to fire either a single spike for connection, 2) a comparison of the real and model networks,
fast PSPs, or a brief train of spikes for PSPs with slow components. and 3) our use of the model network to determine the func-
PSP waveforms were recorded in a high-divalent cation solution tional roles of the different circuit elements. See APPENDIX[3 1 Mg2/ , 3 1 Ca2/ : 33 mM CaCl2 , 165 mM MgCl2, 10 mM

for a description of the equations used in our simulationKCl, 390 mM NaCl, 10 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
scheme. The model network was constructed from data ob-buffer] that raises neuronal thresholds in Aplysia (Byrne 1982;
tained from a total of 98 preparations.Byrne et al. 1978b), thereby decreasing polysynaptic recruitment

and more cleanly exposing the monosynaptic connections of inter-
est. Because we wanted to model the typical PSP waveform for Construction of the model
each synapse in the network, we recorded several examples of each
(1 per preparation) and chose a single representative example to MODEL CELLS. We began by characterizing the resting
model. The fast PSPs were observed to be quite similar for a given properties of the different circuit neurons to obtain values
type of synapse. The slow PSPs, however, showed variability in for Vr , Rinput , C, and uss (Table 1). We found that the different
duration from example to example. For modeling, we chose the cell types had different mixes of these features. For example,
median-duration slow PSP from all recorded examples of each the L29 interneurons, which are silent at rest, had the deepest
connection type. Vr and an 18-mV mean difference between their resting andTo model the waveform for each PSP, we drove the model

steady-state threshold potentials. The LFS motor neurons,presynaptic cell with the same firing pattern used to obtain the
on the other hand, were active at rest, and thus had Vrs moreselected physiological example. For all fast PSPs, this was simply
positive than their steady-state threshold potentials.a single presynaptic action potential. For the slow PSPs made by

The firing responses of each cell type to a wide range ofL29 and L34, this involved duplicating the original presynaptic
firing train. All PSPs were modeled with two or three parallel injected currents are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2A shows the
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FIG. 2. Characterization of the repetitive firing properties of each of the biological neurons reconstructed in the model
network. Cells were injected with a series of depolarizing constant current pulses (interpulse interval à 2 min), and their
firing responses were recorded. From 0 to 2.5 nA, pulses were 5 s in duration. Above 2.5 nA, pulses were shortened to 300
ms to avoid cell damage. The chosen upper current limit was 10 nA because such currents elicited firing responses that were
as fast as or faster than the highest-frequency firing responses recorded in any circuit neuron to our standard 4-g punctate
tactile siphon stimulus. Solid lines: double-exponential curve fits of the firing response data. Each neuron contributing to
each data set is represented by a different symbol, and the total number of cells in each data set is indicated. All cells were
from different preparations. A : plots of 1st interspike interval vs. current for all current pulses. B : plots of last interspike
interval vs. current for 5-s current pulses only (0–2.5 nA). The last interspike interval data for L29 are from 3 preparations
that were bathed in 100 mM d-tubocurarine, which was used to eliminate the recurrent inhibitory feedback from the L30s
(see METHODS) and thereby expose L29’s intrinsic degree of spike frequency adaptation. The curve fits from these plots,
which represented the typical response profile of each cell type, were used as templates for constructing the model neurons
(Figs. 3–6).

first interspike intervals for all firing responses. It can be profiles for two specific current pulses (Fig. 3, B and C) .
Comparisons of the real and model L30, L34, and LFS neu-seen that, although all cells had roughly similar initial firing

rates at the highest currents, their responses to lower currents rons are shown in Figs. 4–6, respectively. In all cases, we
were able to construct integrate-and-fire model neurons thatvaried considerably. For example, although both L30 and

LFS fired to the lowest levels of injected current, L29 had fired in very similar fashion to their biological counterparts
over a wide range of injected currents.a higher threshold, and, once reached, L29 displayed a sig-

nificantly higher initial firing rate than the other neurons. MODEL PSP WAVEFORMS. Our next step was to model the
Figure 2B shows the last interspike interval for all firing PSP waveforms for each chemical synapse in the circuit.
responses to 5-s current pulses. The various cell types dif- To do this, we conducted a series of electrophysiological
fered from one another with respect to this feature as well. experiments in which we impaled the pre- and postsynaptic
For any given cell type, the difference between the first and neurons for each synapse and recorded the PSP waveform
last interspike interval curves represents the amount of spike produced by activity in the presynaptic neuron. At all nine
frequency adaptation that developed in that cell type over chemical connections, the presynaptic neuron produced fast
the 5-s current pulse. excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) or IPSPs onto

After plotting best-fit curves through the first and last the postsynaptic neuron (Fig. 7A) . In addition, three of these
interspike interval data for each cell type (Fig. 2) , we then connections (L29-L30, L29-LFS, L34-LFS) were dual com-
constructed model cells whose firing behavior matched these ponent in nature, with a fast EPSP elicited by a single presyn-
curves (see METHODS and figure legends for details) . A com- aptic action potential and an additional slow EPSP that per-
parison of the real and model L29 cells is shown in Fig. 3, sisted for several seconds following a train of action poten-
including current-instantaneous frequency plots for a wide tials (Fig. 7B) . Our fits of all nine chemical PSP waveforms
range (0–10 nA) of injected currents (Fig. 3A) as well are shown in Fig. 7. The parameter values underlying all

synaptic conductances are listed in Table 2. The numbersas example firing responses and spike frequency adaptation
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FIG. 3. Comparison of real and model L29 cells. A : instantaneous frequency-current plot of real and model neuron firing
responses. In Figs. 3–6, the real responses, denoted by solid lines, are the best fit curves from Fig. 2 plotted as frequency.
Top data set : instantaneous frequency of the 1st interspike interval for all firing responses. Bottom data set : instantaneous
frequency of the last interspike interval for just the 5-s current pulses. The long pulses were used to characterize the spike
frequency adaptation displayed by each cell type. B : firing responses of 1 physiological example, and the model L29, to a
5-s, 2-nA current pulse. The real L29 response was recorded in d-tubocurarine to eliminate recurrent inhibition from L30
(see METHODS). B, bottom : overlay of the 2 firing responses plotted as instantaneous frequency. C : firing responses to a
300-ms, 4-nA current pulse, with an overlay of instantaneous frequency shown below.

for Rinput and Vr in Table 2 differ from the measured values MODEL SYNAPTIC STRENGTHS. The final step in constructing
the model network was to adjust the strength of each synapsein Table 1, because adding the electrical coupling between

L29 and L30 shifted these properties in the simulation. The to mimic the median-strength example of its biological coun-
terpart (see METHODS). These fits are shown in Figs. 8–10.entered values for these parameters (Table 2) returned the
Model synaptic strengths were set in the following order.model cell’s Rinput and Vr to their physiologically measured

values. Interneuron connections. To measure the strength of the

FIG. 4. Comparison of real and model L30 cells. A : instantaneous frequency-current plot of real and model neuron firing
responses. Details as in Fig. 3. B : firing responses of real and model L30s to a 5-s, 0.75-nA current pulse. C : firing responses
to a 300-ms, 2-nA current pulse.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of real and model L34 cells. A : instantaneous frequency-current plot of real and model neuron firing
responses. Details as in Fig. 3. B : firing responses of real and model L34s to a 5-s, 2-nA current pulse. C : firing responses
to a 300-ms, 4-nA current pulse.

electrical synapse between L29 and L30, the voltage deflec- trains in each neuron to influence the firing of the other (Fig.
8, A and B, top) . In the model network, the synaptic weightstion produced in each cell by the injection of a 1-s constant

hyperpolarizing current pulse into the other cell was re- (W ) of the L29-L30 and L30-L29 connections were then
adjusted repeatedly until their experimentally recorded re-corded. This connection was then modeled by introducing

and adjusting a pair of unidirectional coupling resistances current inhibitory interaction was reproduced as closely as
possible (Fig. 8, A and B, bottom) .(Rcoupl ) between the model L29 and L30 neurons to duplicate

the experimental data (not shown). The strengths of the To measure the strength of the L30-L34 inhibitory connec-
tion, L34 was driven with constant current depolarizingL29-L30 and the L30-L29 chemical synaptic connections

were evaluated by recording the ability of directly driven pulses, both with and without L30 activation (Fig. 8C, top) .

FIG. 6. Comparison of real and model LFS cells. A : instantaneous frequency-current plot of real and model neuron firing
responses. Details as in Fig. 3. B : firing responses of real and model LFS neurons to a 5-s, 1-nA current pulse. C : firing
responses to a 300-ms, 4 nA current pulse.
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presynaptic neurons of that type in the preparation. Thus the
W terms for all synaptic connections made by L29 were
multiplied by 5, those made by L30 by 3, and those made by
L34 by 2. This adjustment was made for the interneuronal
synapses before the weights of the sensory neuron connections
were set. Test simulations showed no difference in the shape,
amplitude, or time course of synaptic potentials elicited by
either five presynaptic cells firing one action potential simulta-
neously or by a single cell firing one action potential with its
synaptic weight terms multiplied by 5.

Sensory neuron connections. The final step in network
assembly was to set the weights of the sensory neuron con-
nections (see METHODS). The procedure used for the in-
terneuronal connections could not be applied to these con-
nections, however, because the number of sensory neurons
activated by our standard siphon stimulus is not known.
Although previous work has estimated that a 4-g punctate
siphon stimulus activates Ç8 of the 24 LE sensory neurons
(Byrne et al. 1978b), recent work has identified new siphon
sensory neuron groups (Dubuc and Castellucci 1991), in-
cluding one low-threshold group that contributes to LFS
input, but whose cell bodies are not yet located (Cohen et
al. 1991; Fischer and Carew 1993; Kaplan et al. 1993).
To address this uncertainty, after all interneuronal synaptic
weights had been set we adjusted the weights of the model
sensory synapses to yield firing responses in the model neu-
rons that matched, with respect to the number of spikes in
their phasic bursts, the median experimental response of each
neuron type to the standard siphon stimulus (Fig. 10). The
standard stimulus consisted of a brief (Ç250 ms) press of
the siphon against the chamber bottom with a hand-held
nylon bristle calibrated to deliver a 4-g force (measured on
a laboratory balance) when pushed to its bending point.
Because the duration of the siphon stimulus was under sub-
jective control, it should be considered to be a rough approxi-
mation to 250 ms.

FIG. 7. Comparison of real and model postsynaptic potential (PSP) In the model network, sensory neuron activity was mim-
waveforms. The parameters used to construct these PSPs appear in Table icked by activating 32 total spikes in eight sensory axons2. A : fast excitatory PSPs (EPSPs) and inhibitory PSPs (IPSPs). Each PSP

(4 spikes per axon, see Fig. 12A) . The pattern of dischargewas the result of a single action potential elicited in the presynaptic neuron.
The physiological data set for each fast synaptic connection was: LE-L29, was arranged so that it rose rapidly to a peak frequency
n Å 8; LE-L30, n Å 2; LE-L34, n Å 13; LE-LFS, n Å 22; L29-L30, n Å response at 25–50 ms after stimulus onset, and then rapidly
4; L29-LFS, n Å 23; L34-LFS, n Å 30; L30-L29, n Å 13; L30-L34, n Å 7. declined to a constant, much lower firing frequency thatB : dual-component EPSPs. These were produced by driving the presynaptic

terminated 230 ms after stimulus onset (see Fig. 12A) . Thisneuron with the same action potential train as was used in the selected
discharge pattern was based on reported responses of LEphysiological example. The physiological data set for each slow synaptic

connection was: L29-L30, n Å 6; L29-LFS, n Å 25; L34-LFS, n Å 29. sensory neurons to 4-g punctate siphon stimuli (Byrne et al.
1974, 1978a,b) .

In setting the synaptic weights of the sensory neuron syn-This protocol was repeated with the model neurons and the
weight of the L30-L34 synapse was adjusted to reproduce apses, the sensory neuron connections onto L29 and L30

were set first, followed by the sensory neuron to L34 connec-the experimentally recorded L30 inhibition of L34 (Fig. 8C,
bottom) . tion. This order ensured that we obtained the proper activa-

tion of L34, incorporating both its excitation by the sensoryTo measure the strengths of the L29-LFS and L34-LFS
interneuron to motor neuron connections, the effect of di- neurons and its inhibition by the L30s. The weight of the

model monosynaptic sensory neuron to LFS synapse wasrectly elicited activity in each interneuron on LFS firing was
recorded experimentally (Fig. 9, top) . This protocol was set last, after all other circuit connection weights had been

fixed. The median maximum instantaneous frequency of thethen reproduced with the model neurons, and their synaptic
weights were adjusted to match the experimental data (Fig. responses of 11 real LFS neurons to the standard stimulus

was 42.8 Hz. The maximum instantaneous frequency of the9, bottom) .
Once the weight of each connection was set to match the model LFS response was 40.0 Hz.

median, experimentally recorded interaction between individual
Evaluation of the model networkpairs of neurons, we scaled up the network to represent the

total known numbers of each cell type. This was done by COMPARISON OF REAL AND MODEL NETWORKS. Once the
cells, synaptic waveforms, and synaptic weights were set,multiplying all synaptic weight terms by the number of known
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TABLE 2. Parameters describing the model network

Neuron Rinput , mV C, nF Vr , mV uss , mV ur , mV ut , ms

A. Cell parameters

L29 15.7 1.65 057.57 038.9 75 9.0
L30 57.5 1.00 047.06 037.8 200 11.5
L34 35.3 0.96 045.90 034.6 200 10.0
LFS 65.6 1.20 045.10 051.8 200 10.0

G ERev , mV B C

B. Voltage-dependent shunt conductances

L29 shunt
1 0.05 056.9 30 02
2 0.28 056.9 13 01

L30 shunt
1 1.00 048.4 011 01

L34 shunt
1 0.09 045.9 020 02
2 0.01 045.9 015 01

LFS shunt
1 0.10 045.1 13 02
2 0.18 045.1 5 02

Synapse W ERev , mV topen , ms tclose , ms

C. Spike undershoot conductances

L29
IK1 0.0375 080 10 25
IK2 0.0030 080 100 250
IK3 0.0004 080 750 2,000

L30
IK1 0.0600 080 10 50
IK2 0.0125 080 100 500
IK3 0.0005 080 250 2,000

L34
IK1 0.0750 080 10 25
IK2 0.0250 080 25 175
IK3 0.0035 080 500 4,000

LFS
IK1 0.2500 080 10 50
IK2 0.0100 080 40 750
IK3 0.0040 080 750 2,000

D. Interneuronal synaptic conductances

L29-L30
1 0.0396 10 6 11
2 0.0029 10 50 75
3 0.0004 10 100 3,500

L30-L29
1 0.0328 060 5 10
2 0.0281 060 10 120
3 0.0038 060 200 1,000

L30-L34
1 0.0850 060 6 15
2 0.0400 060 15 200
3 0.0050 060 200 1,000

L34-LFS
1 0.0031 10 5 25
2 0.0001 10 50 275
3 0.0003 10 500 4,000

L29-LFS
1 0.0255 10 5 9
2 0.0011 10 600 6,500
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TABLE 2. (continued) Parameters describing the model network

Synapse W ERev , mV topen , ms tclose , ms

E. Sensory neuron synaptic conductances

LE-L29
1 0.0183 10 10 25
2 0.0208 10 15 300

LE-L30
1 0.0600 10 2 9
2 0.0200 10 5 10

LE-L34
1 0.2228 10 5 30
2 0.0331 10 75 100

LE-LFS
1 0.0339 10 12 25
2 0.0033 10 50 170

Synapse Coupling Resistance, MV

F. Electrical coupling between interneurons

L29-L30 203
L30-L29 357

ur , threshold reset potential; G, conductance; Erev , reversal potential; B, membrane potential at which steady-state activation was half-maximal; C,
slope parameter of activation curve of conductance; W, synaptic weight; topen , opening time constant; tclose , closing time constant; ut , threshold decay
time constant; for other abbreviations, see Table 1.

all parameters were fixed and the model was ready to be model tonic LFS firing responses suggests that many of the
essential circuit elements contributing to this LFS responsetested. Table 2 contains all parameter values for the finished

model siphon-withdrawal network. Figure 11 compares the component have now been identified.
activity of the real and model networks to activation pro- ROBUSTNESS OF THE MODEL NETWORK. One concern with
duced by the standard input stimulus. As can be seen, the any simulation is the degree to which the chosen parameter
model neurons fired quite similarly to their real counterparts. set yields a cell or network that behaves in a stable, satisfac-

What does this similarity between real and model circuits tory fashion over a wide range of input conditions. We tested
tell us about how close we may be to identifying the im- the robustness of the model network to a range of input
portant circuit elements for the LFS component of the reflex strengths by varying the synaptic weight (W ) of all sensory
network? During network construction, the weights of the connections in the network in tandem from 0.25 to 4 times
sensory neuron connections onto the different circuit ele- their control values and observing the LFS firing responses
ments were deliberately set so that the model phasic firing (Fig. 12). The smoothly graded phasic/ tonic firing response
responses matched the real responses. This was done both of the model LFS neuron across this input range indicates
because we do not know how many sensory neurons are that the model network is robust over a wide range of input
activated by siphon stimulation, and also because it was intensities. Nearly identical LFS firing responses were ob-
necessary to have realistic interneuronal firing responses be- tained when input strength was varied by changing sensory
fore evaluating their respective roles in network function. axon stimulation frequency from 0.25 to 4 times control

Although this method leaves us unable to comment on values as an alternative to changing synaptic weights. In
the degree to which the sensory population for this response physiological experiments, we found that a similar range of
has been identified, we can draw some conclusions about punctate siphon stimuli (1, 4, and 14 gm) each elicited this
the nature of the sensory input. For example, although the same phasic/ tonic form of LFS firing response (not shown).
intensities of the interneuron bursts were deliberately set
when adjusting sensory axon synaptic weights, the durations Use of the simulation to determine the roles of the various
of the bursts were an emergent property of the network, circuit components in network function
based on our realistic reconstructions of the individual wave-

Once we had completed and tested the model network,forms of each PSP in the circuit. This suggests that, if addi-
we next turned to the main goal of the study: determiningtional, non-LE sensory neurons are contributing to these
the roles of the different circuit elements in producing thephasic responses, they must be producing fast PSPs of simi-
characteristic LFS firing response profile to sensory input.lar duration to the LE EPSPs used in the model. If their
To do this, we systematically deleted individual componentsPSPs were significantly longer in duration, we would expect
of the circuit and examined their effect on LFS firing.to observe significant differences between real and model

burst durations. REMOVAL OF THE MONOSYNAPTIC VS. POLYSYNAPTIC PATH-

In contrast, the model tonic LFS response was entirely an WAYS. In this study, ‘‘monosynaptic’’ pathway refers to
emergent property of the model, resulting from the neurons the fast excitatory input to LFS that is exclusive of the known
and synaptic connections so far identified in the network. excitatory interneuronal inputs. The monosynaptic pathway

thus includes direct input to LFS from the well-characterizedThe qualitatively similar response profiles of the real and
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FIG. 8. Comparison of real and model interneuron to interneuron connection strengths. Each model synapse was adjusted
to have the same functional connection strength (the same effect of presynaptic activity on postsynaptic firing) as its biological
counterpart (see METHODS). In each case, the top pair of traces depicts the physiological recording selected to model; the
bottom pair of traces shows the connection strength of the corresponding synapse in the model network. A : L29-L30
excitatory synapse (n Å 7). A depolarizing constant current pulse (F f) was used to elicit a train of action potentials in L29,
and the firing response in L30 was recorded. B : L30-L29 inhibitory synapse (n Å 7). L30 was held hyperpolarized, and
then was depolarized briefly (F f) to produce inhibition of an elicited L29 train (F f) . C : L30-L34 inhibitory synapse (n Å
1). C, left : depolarizing current pulse (F f) elicited firing in L34. C, right : L30 was depolarized to fire (F f) during a 2nd
depolarizing current pulse in L34 (F f) , which inhibited L34’s response.

LE sensory neurons as well as any other sensory neuron (Fig. 13C2) , and a total elimination of the tonic firing re-
sponse (Fig. 13C3) .groups activated by siphon stimulation that excite the LFS

neurons. Because the weight of the monosynaptic connection To explicitly test the contributions made by fast versus
slow PSPs in the network, we compared the results of threewas based on the responses of LFS neurons to siphon stimuli,

it is also possible that it includes as yet unidentified excit- simulations (Fig. 14): a control simulation, a simulation in
which the slow synaptic components of the interneuron toatory interneurons in the sensory neuron to LFS motor neu-

ron pathway. All LFS firing responses were analyzed with motor neuron connections were removed from the network,
and a simulation in which all fast EPSP connections ontorespect to four measures: the maximum frequency and dura-

tion of the phasic firing response component, and the maxi- LFS were removed. When only fast connections were pres-
ent, the LFS neuron had a phasic but no tonic firing compo-mum frequency and duration of the tonic firing component

(Fig. 13A) . nent. When only slow connections were present, LFS had a
tonic but no phasic firing component. These results make itOne of our first findings with the model network was

that the monosynaptic and polysynaptic pathways mediate clear that the slow components of the interneuron to motor
neuron synapses are entirely sufficient to mediate the trans-separate aspects of the LFS firing response. Of the two com-
formation of brief sensory neuron discharges into the charac-ponents, phasic and tonic, of this response (Fig. 13A) , re-
teristic long-lasting LFS firing response.moval of the monosynaptic pathway (Fig. 13B1) affected

only the phasic component. This involved a substantial drop REMOVAL OF THE DIFFERENT CIRCUIT INTERNEURONS. We
in the maximal frequency of the phasic burst at all stimulus next tested the role of each interneuron type in network function
intensities, and a reduced burst duration at weak stimulus (Fig. 15). Of all the interneurons, L29 was found to have the
intensities (Fig. 13B2) . The tonic firing component was largest influence on motor neuron firing (Fig. 15A1). Remov-
essentially unaffected (Fig. 13B3) . ing L29 produced no change in the maximal frequency of the

On the other hand, removal of the polysynaptic pathway phasic LFS firing component (Fig. 15A2), a reduced duration
(Fig. 13C1) had just the opposite effect. This included no of the phasic component at high stimulus intensities, and an
effect on the maximum frequency of the phasic LFS firing elimination of the tonic firing response (Fig. 15A3). This latter
component (Fig. 13C2) , a decrease in the duration of the result indicates that, of the two types of excitatory interneurons,

the slow EPSP made by the L29s onto LFS is the key circuitphasic component at moderate to strong stimulus intensities
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FIG. 9. Comparison of real and model interneuron to motor neuron connection strengths. Depolarizing constant current
pulses were applied to L29 and L34 (Ff) and the firing response of LFS was recorded. In each case, the top pair of traces
depicts the physiological recording selected as the median strength example from all recordings of that synapse, and the
bottom pair of traces shows the connection strength of the corresponding synapse in the model network. A : L29-LFS synapse
(n Å 4). B : L34-LFS synapse (n Å 11).

locus for transforming brief sensory discharges into long-lasting One unanticipated result that initially surprised us was
that L30 deletion elevated the duration of the tonic LFSmotor neuron firing.

Deleting L30 (Fig. 15B1) revealed an important braking firing response at low but not high stimulus intensities.
While considering the possible cause of this effect, werole for this neuron in normal network function. As for L29,

L30 deletions affected the duration of the phasic LFS burst noted that L30’s current-frequency plot tended toward an
asymptote at high current levels, such that above a certain(Fig. 15B2) as well as both components of the tonic firing

response (Fig. 15B3) . These effects were in the opposite point, injection of stronger currents failed to significantly
increase L30’s firing rate (Fig. 4A ) . To test the possibilitydirection to those obtained with L29 deletion, however, con-

sistent with L30’s inhibitory role in the circuit. that this intrinsic property of L30 was responsible for its
inability to inhibit the duration of the LFS tonic firing
response at high stimulus intensities (Fig. 16A ) , we con-
structed an alternate L30 that had a continually rising
current-frequency plot, similar to those of the other circuit
neurons (Fig. 16B ) . An assessment of circuit performance
with the two different L30s revealed that the asymptotic
shape of the L30 current-frequency relationship was the
circuit feature responsible for the loss of L30 effectiveness
at high stimulus intensities (Fig. 16C ) .

L34 deletion had virtually no effect on any component of
LFS firing (Fig. 15C) . This is presumably due to the smaller
number of L34s than L29s (2 vs. 5) and the significantly
weaker weight of the L34-LFS connection compared with
the L29-LFS connection (see Fig. 9 and Table 2). TakenFIG. 10. Comparison of real and model neuron responses to sensory

input. Top traces : median-strength response of each circuit neuron type to together, these interneuronal deletions indicate that the dif-
a 4-g, Ç250-ms punctate siphon stimulus. A : response of L29 (n Å 10). ferent cell types vary greatly in both their quantitative and
B : response of L30 (n Å 6). C : response of L34 (n Å 12). D : response qualitative contributions to network function, particularlyof LFS (n Å 11). Bottom traces : response of each model neuron to the

when examined across a range of stimulus intensities. Theysensory axon discharge pattern (see Fig. 12A) used to deliver sensory input
to the model network. also demonstrate that intrinsic cellular properties can be just
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shown). The functional role of the electrical coupling be-
tween these neurons thus remains undetermined.

D I S C U S S I O N

Construction of the model network

In this study we constructed a realistic model of one com-
ponent of the Aplysia siphon-elicited siphon-withdrawal re-
flex circuit, consisting of the LFS motor neurons and all 10
interneurons (5 L29s, 3 L30s, 2 L34s) known to convey
excitatory input to them. Although the full circuit contains
three other central siphon motor neuron groups (e.g., LBS,
LDS, RDS), we focused on the LFS cells because the num-
ber of interneurons processing their input is small enough
(Frost and Kandel 1995) to make a complete realistic com-
puter simulation of known cells and synapses technically
feasible. This particular network also interested us because,
although relatively small, it has a number of structural fea-
tures commonly found in other circuits. These include mono-
synaptic and polysynaptic sensory neuron to motor neuron
pathways, excitatory and inhibitory interneurons, chemical
and electrical synapses, and a layer of interneuronal pro-
cessing that includes both recurrent and lateral inhibition.
We were thus motivated by the desire to characterize, within
a single circuit, the detailed functional roles of a number of
‘‘building blocks’’ (Getting 1989b) that are common ele-
ments of most nervous systems.

To do this, we began by individually modeling each of
the four cell types and 10 synaptic connections in the circuit
on the basis of our own physiological measurements of each
component. A key feature of our approach was that the
model network replicated the typical, or median, cell or syn-

FIG. 11. Comparison of the real and model networks. A : response of
apse of each type, rather than a single arbitrarily selectedthe real circuit to a 4-g, Ç250-ms punctate siphon stimulus. Traces are
example. In this way we avoided modeling just our ‘‘favor-from different preparations. B : response of the model network to the sensory

axon discharge pattern used throughout the study (see Fig. 12A) . ite’’ or strongest examples—data selection that could have
biased network performance (see Koch and Bower 1992 for
a discussion of this point) . Furthermore, after we constructed

as important as synaptic properties in determining network each model neuron and synapse, we made no further changes
responses to sensory input. to their free parameters—again, to avoid biasing model per-

formance toward a desired outcome.REMOVAL OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF INTERNEURONAL

CONNECTIONS. After characterizing the role of each circuit Although we took great care to construct model neurons
that displayed realistic firing behavior, we made no attemptneuron, we examined the roles of the different classes of

synaptic connections in the circuit (data not shown). These to match the waveforms of the spike undershoots themselves,
which arise from voltage- and calcium-dependent potassiumincluded recurrent inhibition, lateral inhibition, and electrical

coupling. Removing recurrent inhibition by taking out the conductances that we did not directly characterize. Integrate-
and-fire model cells such as ours are thus phenomenologicalL30-L29 synapse had the same striking effect on the tonic

component of LFS firing as did the removal of L30 itself, in nature (see Segev 1992 for a discussion of different mod-
eling schemes); nonetheless, we were able to constructwith little effect on the maximum frequency of the phasic

response. Removing lateral inhibition by taking out the L30- model cells that responded very much like the corresponding
real neurons over a large range of injected currents.L34 synapse had no effect on motor neuron firing. This was

presumably due to the minimal role L34 plays in the net- Model synapses were constructed to have the same PSP
waveforms as their biological counterparts. However, ratherwork. These results indicate that recurrent inhibition plays

a much more important role than lateral inhibition in this than set each model PSP to have the same absolute amplitude
as its real counterpart, we instead adjusted it to have thecircuit. Removal of the electrical coupling between the L29

and L30 neurons had no effect on either the phasic or tonic same effect on postsynaptic firing (excitatory or inhibitory)
as the median strength example from our data set for thatLFS firing components. To assess whether the negligible

effect of removing electrical coupling was due to our use of synapse. This procedure, also used by Getting (1989a), en-
sured that each synaptic connection had the same functionaljust a single-model L29 and L30, we constructed an addi-

tional simulation with five L29s coupled to three L30s. We strength as its typical biological counterpart. Another useful
feature of this method was that it also roughly incorporatedfound that removing this electrical coupling still had a negli-

gible effect on LFS firing responses to sensory input (not changes in synaptic strength that occur during normal firing
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FIG. 12. Responses of the control model network to differ-
ent intensities of sensory input. A : activation pattern of model
sensory axons used throughout the study. This sensory train
had a population frequency profile similar to that displayed by
the LE siphon sensory neurons in response to 4-g tactile siphon
stimuli (see RESULTS). B : model LFS response, expressed as
instantaneous frequency vs. time from stimulus onset, to a
range of sensory input intensities. Sensory input strength to the
network was varied by keeping the sensory axon activation
pattern constant and multiplying the synaptic weight (W ) of
all sensory neuron synaptic conductances in the network by a
constant ratio (1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, and 4). The response of the
control model network is the 1 1 W response. Inset : expanded
view of the phasic component of the response.

activity, such as homosynaptic depression at the LE sensory tion in the model network because it seemed unlikely that
the L29s produce significant modulation of LE output duringneuron synapses (Castellucci and Kandel 1976) and homo-

synaptic facilitation at the L30 inhibitory synapses (Fischer the brief sensory neuron burst associated with a single elic-
itation of the reflex.and Carew 1993). For example, setting the strength of the

model L30 IPSP to match the amplitude of the unfacilitated Optical recording studies (Tsau et al. 1994) have shown
real IPSP elicited by a single L30 action potential would that siphon stimulation activates neurons in the pleural and
have led us to underrepresent its actual inhibitory effective- pedal ganglia as well as the abdominal ganglion, raising the
ness during normal firing trains by severalfold. issue of whether, had the ring ganglia been included in our

preparations, we might have obtained substantially differentTwo known elements of the LFS component of the siphon-
elicited siphon-withdrawal circuit were not included in the LFS responses to siphon stimulation. Two observations sug-

gest that this is not the case. First, Hickie (1994) reportedmodel network. Inhibitory cell L16 (Frost and Kandel 1995;
Hawkins et al. 1981) was omitted because recent work has similar LFS responses to tactile siphon stimulation when the

ring ganglia were included in the preparation. Second, inshown that this neuron does not reliably inhibit LFS excit-
atory input elicited by siphon stimulation (Wright and Carew our own experiments in which the ring ganglia were left

attached, we found that a range of punctate siphon stimuli1995). The L29 interneurons, which make strong conven-
tional EPSPs onto the LFS cells, also produce presynaptic (1, 4, and 14 g) elicited the same stereotypic phasic/ tonic

LFS firing response observed in our normal isolated abdomi-facilitation of the LE neurons (Hawkins and Schacher 1989;
Hawkins et al. 1981). We chose not to include this modula- nal ganglion preparation.
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FIG. 13. Roles of the monosynaptic vs. polysynaptic pathways. A : instantaneous frequency of model LFS response to
input strength of x1 (see Figs. 11B and 12B) . In all graphs the dotted line represents the response of the unmodified model
network (control) , and the solid line represents the response of the control network with the indicated circuit element
subtracted out (removed). Tonic response duration was measured as the time taken for the firing response to decay to 1 Hz.
B1 : diagram indicating removal of the monosynaptic pathway (shaded area) . B2 : removal of the monosynaptic pathway
resulted in a decreased maximal phasic response frequency at all input intensities ( top graph) and a decreased duration of
the phasic response at low intensities only (bottom graph) . B3 : removal of the monosynaptic pathway had a negligible effect
on either component of the tonic firing response. C1 : diagram indicating removal of the polysynaptic pathway (shaded area) .
C2 : removal of the polysynaptic pathway resulted in little or no decrease in the maximum frequency of the phasic response
at all input intensities ( top graph) , and a decreased phasic response duration at moderate to high input intensities (bottom
graph) . C3 : removal of the polysynaptic pathway eliminated both components of the tonic LFS response at all stimulus
intensities.
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SLOW EPSPs AT INTERNEURON TO MOTOR NEURON SYNAPSES

TRANSFORM BRIEF SENSORY NEURON DISCHARGES INTO

LONG-LASTING MOTOR OUTPUT. We next turned to the role
of the different interneurons in the LFS firing response. We
found that interneuronal recruitment, specifically of L29,
was entirely responsible for the tonic component of LFS
firing (Fig. 13). This effect was shown to be specifically
due to the slow component of the fast /slow L29-LFS EPSP
(Fig. 14). These results indicate that L29 is responsible for
transforming brief sensory inputs into long-lasting motor
neuron firing, which presumably underlies reflex duration.
A similar role for recruited excitatory interneurons has been
described in physiological (Cleary and Byrne 1993) and
modeling studies of the tail withdrawal reflex circuit in
Aplysia (White et al. 1993).

Neurophysiologists have long taken an interest in how neural
circuits generate sustained activity after brief inputs. Two
mechanisms suggested to mediate such sustained activity are
reverberatory positive feedback loops (Deadwyler et al. 1988;
Gillette et al. 1978; Lorente de No 1938; Roberts et al. 1984;
Stringer and Lothman 1992) and the activation of long-duration
postsynaptic conductances by brief presynaptic firing trains
(Brodfuehrer and Friesen 1986; Cleary and Byrne 1993). L29’s
role corresponds to the latter mechanism.

RECURRENT INHIBITION ACTS TO BRAKE THE FLOW OF EXCI-

TATION IN THE CIRCUIT. Whereas L29 performs as an inten-
FIG. 14. Tonic LFS firing response is entirely mediated by the slow sity to duration transformation element in the circuit, we

components of the interneuron to LFS connections. A : response of the found that the inhibitory interneuron, L30, plays a different
normal model network. B : response of the network after deletion of the

role. This neuron, which mediates recurrent inhibition ofslow components of the interneuron to LFS fast /slow EPSPs. C : response
L29 and lateral inhibition of L34, has a braking function inof the network after deletion of all fast synaptic inputs to LFS, leaving only

the slow components of the interneuron to LFS connections. the circuit, acting to suppress the flow of excitatory informa-
tion to the LFS cells (Fig. 15). Recurrent inhibition has
long been hypothesized to play a similar control function

Roles of the different circuit elements in vertebrate circuits (Eccles 1964; Hultborn et al. 1979;
Pompieno 1984; Renshaw 1941; Shoemaker and Hannaford

MONOSYNAPTIC PATHWAY CONTRIBUTES ONLY TO THE PHA- 1994), and such a braking role for L30 was previously sug-
SIC COMPONENT OF THE LFS RESPONSE. Once the model gested on the basis of both physiological (Fischer and Carewnetwork was constructed, we first used it to address the 1993, 1995; Frost and Kandel 1995; Frost et al. 1988; Tru-role of the monosynaptic sensory neuron to motor neuron deau and Castellucci 1993a,b) as well as modeling studiespathway. This part of the circuit is of special interest because of this circuit (Blazis et al. 1993; Fisher et al. 1995). Oneof the large body of work concerning the cellular and molec- important function of this built-in inhibition in the siphon-ular mechanisms of learning-related plasticity at the LE- withdrawal circuit may be to serve as a variable gain controlmotorneuron synapses (Byrne and Kandel 1996; Hawkins element (Frost 1987), because the L30 synapses areet al. 1993; Kandel and Schwartz 1982). By comparing strengthened in some circumstances (Fischer and Carewnetwork behavior in both the presence and absence of the 1993, 1995) and weakened in others (Frost et al. 1988;monosynaptic pathway, we determined that this component Trudeau and Castellucci 1993a,b) .contributes only to the phasic and not to the tonic portion

CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY SOME CIRCUIT ELEMENTS VARYof the LFS firing response at all stimulus intensities (Fig.
WITH STIMULUS INTENSITY. The modeling results discussed13). On the basis of recent work evaluating the respective
so far could be classified as objective confirmations of in-contributions of the phasic and tonic components of LFS
sights and predictions derived from physiological studies.firing to actual siphon contractions (Frost and Kandel 1995
Although such hypothesis testing is a powerful and worth-and unpublished data) , it appears that the monosynaptic
while use of realistic network modeling, some of our mostpathway contributes primarily to the amplitude and not to the
intriguing results were those we had not directly anticipatedoverall duration of the reflex contraction. One implication of
before beginning this project. Several of these results con-this is that forms of learning involving changes in reflex
cerned the finding that some circuit elements contribute dif-duration are likely to involve modifications to the nervous
ferently to LFS firing with increasing stimulus intensitysystem at sites other than the sensory neuron to motor neuron
(Figs. 13 and 15).monosynaptic connection (Lieb and Frost 1992, 1995), such

as the sensory neuron to interneuron connections (Frost and For example, whereas the monosynaptic pathway contrib-
uted to the maximum frequency of the phasic LFS responseKandel 1995) and other circuit loci (Fischer and Carew

1993, 1995; Frost et al. 1988; Trudeau and Castellucci 1992, at all intensities, it contributed to its duration only at low
intensities. Among the interneurons, L29 was found to con-1993a,b) .
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FIG. 15. Roles of the different circuit interneurons. A1 : diagram indicating removal of L29 from the model circuit (shaded
area) . A2 : removal of L29 had no effect on the maximal frequency of the phasic response ( top graph) , but decreased its
duration at the higher stimulus intensities (bottom graph) . In all graphs the dotted line represents the response of the control
model network, and the solid line represents the response of the modified network. A3 : removal of L29 virtually abolished
both aspects of the tonic response. B1 : diagram indicating removal of L30 (shaded area) . B2 : removal of L30 had no effect
on the maximal frequency of the phasic response ( top graph) , but did increase its duration (bottom graph) . B3 : removal
of L30 increased both components of the tonic response, with the effect on response duration being greatest at the lower
stimulus intensities. C1 : diagram indicating removal of L34 (shaded area) . C2 : removal of L34 had no effect on either
component of the phasic LFS response. C3 : removal of L34 had no effect on either component of the tonic LFS response.

tribute most importantly to the duration of the tonic LFS SOME CIRCUIT ELEMENTS MAKE NO DETECTABLE CONTRIBU-

TION. Removing some circuit components had virtually nofiring response at moderate to high stimulus intensities (Fig.
15). L30, on the other hand, contributed most importantly effect on LFS firing. These included the excitatory in-

terneuron L34, the L29-L30 electrical connection, and theat the lowest intensities (Fig. 15).
Our efforts to understand the basis of L30’s intensity-depen- L30-L34 lateral inhibitory connection. The assignment of a

minor role for L34 (and thus inhibition of L34) is not simplydent contribution to LFS tonic firing led us to do some explor-
atory simulations with the use of model L30s constructed with due to the fact that we evaluated it by subtracting rather

than adding it to the network: L34 still made a negligibleexplicitly different current-frequency relationships (Fig. 16).
From this we concluded that L30’s asymptotic current-fre- contribution to the duration of tonic LFS firing when it was

the only excitatory interneuron present (Fig. 15A3) . Its mi-quency relationship (Fig. 4A) was responsible for its intensity-
dependent effect on the duration of LFS tonic firing. Because nor role in this network was due to its weak functional

connection onto LFS (Fig. 9) .of the sensitivity of this effect, further work would be useful
to more accurately describe the shape of the real L30 current- These results do not, however, allow us to conclude that

L34 is a neuron without function. For example, its contributionfrequency relationship. Intensity-dependent contributions by
different circuit elements have implications for the functional to LFS firing may be stronger in response to stimulation of

other body sites; previous work has shown that the L29s aresignificance of learning-related plasticity stored at various sites
in the network (Lieb and Frost 1995). not activated by head stimuli (Hawkins and Schacher 1989),
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FIG. 16. Shape of the L30 current-frequency curve is
responsible for L30’s inability to influence the duration
of tonic LFS firing at high stimulus intensities. A : diagram
indicating removal of L30. B : comparison of current-
frequency plots for the model L30 used in our study (con-
trol) and a modified model L30 containing shunt conduc-
tances identical to those used in the model L34. The cur-
rent-frequency plot of the modified L30 lacks the asymp-
totic shape of the control L30. C1 : there was no significant
difference in the effect of either L30 on the phasic compo-
nent of the LFS firing response to a wide range of stimulus
intensities. Dotted line: LFS response with the control
L30 in the model network. Dashed line: LFS response
with the modified L30 in the model network. Solid line:
LFS response with L30 removed from the model network.
C2 : modified L30 inhibited the duration of the tonic LFS
response at all stimulus intensities, indicating the impor-
tance of the asymptotic shape of the control L30 current-
frequency plot in conferring L30’s intensity-dependent
influence over this component of LFS firing.

suggesting that other circuit elements mediate siphon contrac- firing response and yet have little effect on the maximum
frequency of the phasic response (Fig. 15A) . Second, re-tions to head stimuli. L34 may also make more powerful synap-

tic connections onto other motor neurons. It also remains possi- moval of all three L30s should increase the duration of LFS
tonic firing, but only in response to low- to moderate-strengthble that its role in the LFS network is subject to modulatory

control. siphon stimuli (Fig. 15B) . Third, removal of the two L34s
should have virtually no effect on any component of the
LFS response to siphon stimulation. Physiological studies

Testable predictions of the model network have already shown that removing a single L29 (Fischer and
Carew 1993) or two L30s (Fischer and Carew 1995) canOne advantage of modeling small circuits of neurons is
change the amplitude of the phasic LFS input to weak siphonthat the simulations can be used interactively with tractable
stimulation, but it is not yet known to what degree suchphysiological experiments to independently assess the results
manipulations affect the phasic or tonic LFS firing response.of the other. For instance, although the network was con-
Finally, all of the results concerning intensity-dependentstructed on the basis of neuronal responses to a single stimu-
contributions of the different circuit elements are, in princi-lus intensity, we can test its validity by assessing whether
ple, testable through similar physiological subtraction exper-the real network responds similarly to a wide range of input
iments.intensities (an initial such comparison was described in the

RESULTS, in the section on the robustness of the model net-
work). Our results lead to several other predictions that can Conclusion
be tested with future experimental work. First, the removal
of all five L29s from the circuit (such as by hyperpolarization This study represents a detailed dissection of the func-

tional roles of the different elements of the siphon-elicitedor cell ablation) should significantly reduce the tonic LFS
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waveforms are not calculated. Instead, action potentials are treated
simply as instantaneous events that occur whenever membrane
potential meets a separately calculated threshold variable. When
such a meeting occurs, an action potential is noted by the program,
synaptic conductances are activated in all postsynaptic targets of
the cell, time-dependent conductances giving rise to an action po-
tential undershoot are activated, and the threshold variable is in-
stantaneously reset to a positive potential, from which it exponen-
tially decays back to its steady-state level. By adjusting the free
parameters controlling threshold and spike undershoot, one can
produce model neurons that fire in very similar fashion to their
biological counterparts, i.e., with comparable firing frequencies
and spike frequency adaptation to a wide range of input currents.

Integrate-and-fire model neurons are phenomenological in na-
ture: each model cell mimics the unique firing frequencies and
spike frequency adaptation properties of its counterpart neuron in
the nervous system. No attempt is made to duplicate the actual set
of voltage- and time-dependent membrane conductances underly-
ing these responses in the real neurons, as in many Hodgkin-Huxley
style approaches. Integrate-and-fire approaches are well suited for
studying the roles played by specific neurons and synapses in net-
work function. They are not useful, however, for investigating
biophysical mechanisms underlying cellular features like the action
potential or neurotransmitter release.

The equations used in our simulations are as follows.

THRESHOLD. In our particular integrate-and-fire scheme, thresh-
old potential was an explicitly defined function. An action potential
caused threshold to be instantaneously reset from its resting level
to a more depolarized reset potential, from which it exponentially
decayed with a specified time constant (Fig. 17A; Getting 1989a;
Perkel et al. 1981). Threshold was defined as

u( t) Å uss / (ur 0 uss )e ( t
x
0t) /u

t (1)

FIG. 17. Simulation of cellular excitability and synaptic potentials. A :
where uss is steady-state threshold (measured), ur is threshold resetintegrate-and-fire scheme for modeling cellular excitability. The simulation
potential (free parameter) , ut is the time constant of decay oftracks 2 separate variables, membrane potential (Vm) and threshold. When-

ever the 2 meet, such as in response to depolarizing current injection (Stim), threshold (free parameter) , tx is the time of previous action poten-
an action potential is noted, threshold is reset to a specified value from tial since start of simulation, and t is the time since start of simula-
which it decays with a specified time constant, and spike undershoot conduc- tion. See text for the procedures used to obtain all measured param-
tances are activated. B : computation of synaptic potentials. Each action eters and to set all free parameters in the simulation.
potential in the presynaptic neuron causes the instantaneous creation of a
population of activated but not yet open postsynaptic conductance channels MEMBRANE POTENTIAL. Membrane potential was calculated us-
(Gact ) . As these channels open, Gact decreases with a specified time constant, ing a fourth-order Runge Kutta numerical integration, as the sum
and the population of open channels (Go) builds. This population in turn of all membrane currents divided by the measured input capaci-
decays with a 2nd specified time constant. Go represents the time-dependent tance of the neuron
synaptic conductance that underlies the synaptic potential (Vm).

dV

dt
Å 0 1

C
(Ileak / (Isyn / (Iundershoot / (Icoupl / (Ishunt 0 Istim) (2)siphon-withdrawal circuit in Aplysia (see also Blazis et al.

1993). Because several sites in this network are known to
where V is membrane potential, t is time, C is input capacitance,store learning-related information (Frost et al. 1988; Trudeau
Ileak is leakage current, SIsyn is chemical synaptic current, SIundershootand Castellucci 1993b), these results are relevant not just
is spike undershoot current, SIcoupl is electrical synaptic current,to understanding the basic functional dynamics of the circuit
SIshunt is voltage-dependent shunt current, and Istim is stimulus cur-but also for elucidating the functional significance of the
rent. The separate terms of this equation were computed each timedistributed storage of learned information in Aplysia (Lieb step as follows.

and Frost 1992, 1995). Furthermore, because many verte-
LEAKAGE CURRENT. Leakage current, the current that flowedbrate and invertebrate circuits perform similar tasks, and
through the fixed Rinput of each neuron whenever its membranecontain similar information processing elements (Dowling
potential differed from Vr , was calculated as1992), many of our results may be expected to have general

relevance.
Ileak Å

V 0 Vr

Rinput

(3)
A P P E N D I X

where V is membrane potential (calculated) , Vr is resting potentialDescription of equations
(measured), and Rinput is input resistance (measured).

GENERAL FEATURES. Simulations were performed with MARIO,
a network modeling program originally created by Getting and CHEMICAL SYNAPTIC CURRENTS. Chemical synapses were mod-

eled as an increased conductance, first-order kinetic process (seeLawrence (Getting 1989a) and since developed further by Frost
and Lawrence. All neurons were modeled with an integrate-and-fire Perkel et al. 1981), in which each presynaptic action potential

activated a variable membrane conductance that opened and closedsimulation scheme (Fig. 17A) . In this approach, action potential
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with separately specifiable rate constants. The conceptual scheme currents, as the biological neurons did. This conductance was com-
puted asfor this was

(Ishunt Å Grmrhr(V 0 Erev ) (11)Presynaptic action potential c Gact r

open

Go r

close

Closed state (4)

where m and h represent the activation and inactivation variableswhere Gact is the activated but closed conductance state and Go is for the conductance, respectively. In all of our model neurons, hthe open conductance state. Synaptic conductance was computed was set equal to 1 (i.e., the shunt conductances were noninactivat-by integrating a pair of coupled differential equations that together ing). During the simulation, m was calculated asdescribed the rate of change of Go with time (see also Perkel et
al. 1981) dm

dt
Å (m` 0 m)

tm

(12)
dGact

dt
Å 0 Gact

topen

(5)
where m` is steady-state activation and tm is time constant of
activation. Steady-state activation, in turn, was calculated as

dGo

dt
Å Gact

topen

0 Go

tclose

(6)
m` Å

1
1 / e (V

m
/B) /C

(13)

where topen and tclose are the opening and closing time constants
where B represents the membrane potential at which the steady-(free parameters) , respectively, for the open conductance state Go .
state activation was half-maximal, and C represents the slope pa-At the onset of each simulation, Gact for each synapse was 0. After
rameter of the activation curve of the conductance. Of the above,each presynaptic action potential, Gact was incremented by 1 from
G, tm, B, and C were free parameters, Erev was set to Vr , and m,its current value, from which it exponentially decayed toward 0
m` , h, and V were variables calculated by the program.with a time constant of topen (Fig. 17B) . The numerical integration

of dGo /dt during each time step of the simulation provided the STIMULUS CURRENT. Stimulus currents were injected into model
current value of Go needed to calculate the synaptic current neurons in the form of positive or negative constant current pulses.

Isyn Å WrGor(V 0 Erev )rA (7)
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